SITUATIONS VACANT

NUST School of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science (SEECS) requires dedicated, energetic and qualified candidates for its R & D project titled “Design of Interactive Learning Platforms”:

03 CS/CE Graduates: May be fresh, but with some experience in school teaching, computer graphics, pedagogical design, psychology of learning, etc. Salary range would be more than Rs 30K per month for a period of one year. Should be able to think out of box, intelligent, innovative, can collaborate and think in differently? Interested in the Design of interactive learning platforms and design of e-books

01 Psychology Graduate: May be fresh, with some experience or interest in technology applications in class room. Some experience in computer graphics and computer animations, some experience in school teaching. Salary range would be more than Rs 30K per month for a period of one year. Should be able to think out of box, intelligent, innovative, can collaborate and think in differently? Interested in the Design of interactive learning platforms and design of e-books

01 Graphic Design Graduate: May be fresh, with some experience or interest in computer animations, graphic design for e-books and pedagogical design. Salary range would be more than Rs 30K per month for a period of one year. Should be able to think out of box, intelligent, innovative, can collaborate and think in differently? Interested in the Design of interactive learning platforms and design of e-books.

Applicants having strong professional credentials, research interests and excellent academic background are required to email their detailed CVs by 14th December 2012 at sajjad.hussain@seecs.edu.pk or send at the address below. Only short listed candidates will be called for interview.